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There seems to be a problem serving the request at this time. Mixer lorries are unique vehicles
that are used for mixing and transporting concrete from concrete plants to construction sites.
They offer the flexibility and assurance that there is always fresh concrete on-site when you
need it. The weight of concrete mixer trucks ranges between 9, and 13, kilograms. The normal
size of a mixer lorry can carry around 8, kilogrammes of concrete. Most mixer trucks have a
speed limit of 90 kilometres per hour. See the manufacturer's website for details of speeds and
weights. When considering buying a mixer lorry, ensure that you choose a suitable mixer truck
for your construction project. A routine wash will keep your mixer lorry and its parts in good
working order. Use a water hose to clean your concrete truck mixer before there is a concrete
build-up. If concrete sets inside your mixer lorry, use a pressure power washer to remove it. If
this does not work, use a jackhammer to chip off the hardened concrete. Don't forget to grease
the pulley and other parts of your concrete truck mixer to prevent damage caused by friction.
There are different types of mixer trucks on eBay suitable for different applications. They
include the following:. Skip to main content. Filter 1. Shop by category. Model Year see all.
Manufacturer see all. Axel Configuration see all. Not specified. Transmission see all. Model see
all. Vehicle Type see all. Mixer, Concrete Filter Applied. In-Car Entertainment Options see all.
Type see all. Drive Side see all. Condition see all. Please provide a valid price range. Buying
format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item location see all. UK Only.
European Union. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only see all. Returns accepted.
Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified. More refinements More
refinements All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery view. List view.
Classified Ad. Collection in person. Mercedes-Benz Axor 8x4 Mixer Classified Ad with Best
Offer. Mercedes-Benz Axor 8X4 Mixer. Day Cab. Manual Gearbox. You may also like. Savings are
here! Get what you love for less. Choose Concrete Mixer Trucks for Unrivalled Versatility and
Efficiency Mixer lorries are unique vehicles that are used for mixing and transporting concrete
from concrete plants to construction sites. How much does a mixer lorry weigh? What to
consider when choosing concrete mixer trucks When considering buying a mixer lorry, ensure
that you choose a suitable mixer truck for your construction project. Are there maintenance
requirements of a mixer lorry? Different types of cement mixer trucks There are different types
of mixer trucks on eBay suitable for different applications. They include the following:
Volumetric concrete truck: A combination of a mixer lorry and concrete plant. This concrete
truck mixer loads and stores raw materials in separate compartments. It then measures and
mixes all the raw materials into fresh concrete when needed. This significantly reduces the
wastage of materials. Rough-terrain concrete truck mixer: A four-wheel-drive concrete mixing
machine designed to be driven over difficult terrain. Most rough-terrain concrete truck mixers
come with weight-batching electronic equipment to ensure an efficient concrete mixing
process. They also have a slewing drum that allows you to discharge concrete from all sides of
your lorry. Standard transit concrete truck: A manoeuvrable mixer lorry designed to produce
and deliver concrete for construction projects where large volumes of concrete are needed.
Standard transit concrete trucks can discharge concrete from all sides to heights of more than 2
metres. There seems to be a problem serving the request at this time. When you think of buying
a new car or truck, you may picture yourself wandering aimlessly in a huge car lot, dreading the
next several hours you will spend in the dealership negotiating an agreement. But why put
yourself through that stress when you can shop cars for sale from the comfort of your own
home? You can also easily sell your used car on eBay, helping raise the cash you need for your
next car or truck. Some car buyers aren't sure what they're looking for in their next vehicle,
while others have very particular specs in mind. Maybe you know you want a minivan to
accommodate your kids and their friends, a diesel SUV so you can save some money on gas
mileage, or a manual convertible so you can have some fun on the open road. Or perhaps
you're in the market for a white 8-cylinder standard cab pickup truck , a red SUV with less than
50, miles , or a standard transmission black sedan. By browsing the extensive selection
available online on eBay, you'll be able to choose from thousands of used cars for sale. New
and used, small and large, eBay has lots of trucks for sale. Looking for the perfect 8-cylinder
crew cab pickup or extended passenger van for your business? Shop used trucks for sale on
eBay, and you can search by exterior colour, vehicle mileage, number of cylinders, condition,
price, body type, and more. Time is money, and the faster you can find the car or truck you've
been searching for, the more time you will have to enjoy driving it. Whether you're in the market
for the perfect Hyundai 4 cylinder sedan for your work commute or a luxury Audi coupe with
less than 75, miles purely for driving fun, you'll find your perfect new or used vehicle quickly
and easily on eBay. Skip to main content. Shop Popular Makes. More View more categories
Less View less categories. Vehicle Title see all. Flood, Water Damage. Drive Type see all. Not
Specified. Model Year see all. Make see all. Model see all. For Sale By see all. Body Type see all.

Condition see all. Certified pre-owned. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format see
all. All Listings. Buy It Now. Classified Ads. Item Location see all. Canada Only. North America.
Delivery Options see all. Free Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Show only see all. Returns
Accepted. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authorized Seller. More refinements More refinements
Shop by Make. All Auction Buy It Now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery View. List
View. Local Pickup. Results Pagination - Page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Car Buying with Just a Click
When you think of buying a new car or truck, you may picture yourself wandering aimlessly in a
huge car lot, dreading the next several hours you will spend in the dealership negotiating an
agreement. Customize Your Car Buying Experience Some car buyers aren't sure what they're
looking for in their next vehicle, while others have very particular specs in mind. Shop Trucks
for Sale New and used, small and large, eBay has lots of trucks for sale. Let eBay Be Your
Source for Truck and Car Sales Time is money, and the faster you can find the car or truck
you've been searching for, the more time you will have to enjoy driving it. There seems to be a
problem serving the request at this time. If you have a love of nature and the great outdoors,
nothing is more satisfying than having access to purpose-built accommodation on wheels. With
a large range of motorhome and campervan spares on eBay, as well as parts and accessories
for upgrading your home-away-from-home, you can take off for the great outdoors in style. An
older campervan will have all the basics in place, but might need a little TLC. Damaged and
faded linings and carpets can be replaced, and woodwork re-varnished or painted. You can
improve electrics with LED lighting, USB points, and even solar panels for a more
environmentally-friendly power-source. Old appliances can be replaced or updated, and new
ones added. Those who intend to spend their travels staying in organised campsites with
communal showers and toilet blocks might not include washrooms in their plans, while those
touring the Mediterranean hotspots may consider adding an air-con system. If food is your
passion, perhaps top-of-the-range cooking facilities would take priority. If you love to surf,
washing facilities are a must, but no matter your hobbies, the refurbishment of a campervan or
motorhome is only as limited as your imagination. With the wide range of campervan parts and
accessories available on eBay, you can undertake a basic upgrade, or treat the vehicle as a
ground-up remodel. Simply replace windows and seats, or choose from a selection of interior
linings, insulation, and carpeting. You can add conversion kits, so your appliances can run off
12V or a V mains hook-up. You can also upgrade lighting, improve heating, and select specific
facilities to accommodate your needs. Decide how many berths you need, then consider basics
like a cooker and fridge, a shower cubicle, and a sink and a toilet. With so many campervan
parts and accessories available, you can stick with simple, or treat yourself to luxury. Skip to
main content. Shop by category. Featured Refinements see all. Eberspacher Diesel Heater.
Webasto Diesel Heater. Eberspacher D2. Campervan Unit. Camper Bed. Rock n Roll Bed.
Camper Van Window. Model see all. Vehicle Type see all. Condition see all. New other see
details. For parts or not working. Not specified. Please provide a valid price range. Buying
format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item location see all. UK Only.
European Union. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only see all. Returns accepted.
Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified. More refinements More
refinements Shop by Model. See all - Shop by Model. Shop by Featured Refinements. See all Shop by Featured Refinements. Best selling. See all - Best selling. All Auction Buy it now. Sort:
Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery view. List view. Camper Van insulation, double foil.
Insulation for camper van conversion, double foil. Van Thermal Insulation, double foil. New
Stainless Steel Only 2 left. Only 1 left. Black inlet no wiring needed. Results pagination - page 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Limited time deals. Highest-rated products. See all - Highest-rated products.
You may also like. Savings are here! Get what you love for less. Campervan and Motorhome
Parts: For Spares, Repairs, or Rebuilds If you have a love of nature and the great outdoors,
nothing is more satisfying than having access to purpose-built accommodation on wheels.
Upgrading your campervan or motorhome An older campervan will have all the basics in place,
but might need a little TLC. What campervan spares should be carried when touring? A roll of
electrical and duct tape. Spare bulbs for vehicle and interior lighting. Spare fuses for vehicle
and interior electrics. Spare gas regulating valve. Nylon seals for freshwater and wastewater
tanks. Spare water pump impellor or full service kit. Campervans as a lifestyle choice Those
who intend to spend their travels staying in organised campsites with communal showers and
toilet blocks might not include washrooms in their plans, while those touring the Mediterranean
hotspots may consider adding an air-con system. What do you need to consider when updating
your campervan? Our new search experience requires JavaScript to be enabled. Please enable
JavaScript on your browser , then try again. You'll receive email and Feed alerts when new
items arrive. Turn off email alerts. Skip to main content. Refine more Format Format. Items in
search results Vehicle finder tool Find your Car or Truck. Any Make. Any Model. Year From.
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